Geoffrey Galt Harpham, The Ascetic Imperative in Culture and Criticism' Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992. [First published 1987.] xviii * 326 pp.ISBN 0-226-31692-0. $17.95. The study of asceticism in the West, still focused primarily upon Christian traditions, has come a rather long way in the last two decades. From focus upon texts, upon the history of ideas and practices (mainly of the early church desert "fathers"), and upon the general arts of the spiritual life, a shift of emphasis and scope is evident: Not only has the circle of students and conversation partners in the field been widened beyond church historians and theologians to include philosophers, cultural critics, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and literary critics, the scholarly agenda itself has also been broadened. It is no longer enough for asceticism to be defined by the rhetorics and behaviours of the Christian desert fathers; an understanding of the universality and complexity of the ascetic impulse has more recently led many scholars of a particular tradition to seek conversation with, and to learn from, scholars of other traditions. Even where there is focus primarily upon Christianity, it can no longer be assumed that the earliest or most representative model of ancient Christian asceticism is the desert figure; an understanding of the diversity and complexity of early Christianity, on the one hand, and asceticism, on the other, simply will not sustain such narrow and dynamics, and the numerous cultural meanings and ramifications they reflect or create. The tour begins with Antony of Egypt, the beginnings of ascetic linguistics, and the subjects of "language, the self, desire and narrative" (Part One). It continues with Augustine of Hippo in North Africa and an analysis of asceticism and "self-representation. conversion, textuality, and interpretation" (Part Two). Then onward to the Isenheim Altar (attributed to Matthias Grunewald), of early sixteenth-century Germany, and ideas about "'conceptual narrative', the ethics of pictorial representation, the 'passion' of representation, and the relation between asceticism and the sublime" (Part Three). Nietzsche and Foucault are then discussed as examples of a cast of modern philosophers, with their efforts "to escape the binding force of traditions or structures they call ascetic by positing counterconcepts of power or the body" (Part Four) . Finally, a turn is given to modern interpretation theory, interpreted as an "ascetic undertaking", given its oscillation between types of formalism and subjectivism (Part Five). Book reviews MTSR 84 (1996) In an era when God's hiddenness or absence was increasingly felt, the authors studied here searched out new grounds fol a "politically authoritative history" -history that "discloses the constitutive ground and situation in which human beings f,nd themselves", and "implores that l/¿ls action be taken and not that, in order that the truth of the paltially revealed and concealed God/nature not be violated" (133).
Vy'hat Mitchell uncovers, then, is the irreducible mythic structule which authorizes early modern political thought, and by extension our own. The theories examined here shelter under master narratives that provide (borrowing from Clifford Geertz) both a "model of' the totality of things and a "model for" appropriate action in it. Thus, "the self must act in accordance with, and within the parameters set by, the truth of its authoritative history" (136 
